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ABSTRACT To use energy generated in wind farms (WFs), which contain uncertainty in their output, as a
primary power source in a power system, a sophisticated balancing operation scheme is required. This study
focuses on a balancing group (BG) scheme combining WFs and a variable-speed pumped-storage hydro
generator (PSHG), which has a large capacity to compensate for theWF output. The proposedBGoperational
scheduling approach aims to maximize the expected revenue obtained in the day-ahead power market under
the uncertainty in WF output and market price by considering the operational constraints of the PSHG,
i.e., the water storage capacity and frequency of operation for switching pump-up/-down. In such a BG
scheme, it is crucial to consider time-varying and time-dependent uncertainties in WF output to manage
PSHG capacity constraints, as well as to derive a reasonable plan in practical computation time. The proposed
BG operational scheduling scheme derives a set of WF output scenarios that represents the heterogeneous
and time-dependent characteristics of real-world WF output behavior from probability density distributions
derived by a cutting-edge prediction approach and implements the expected revenue maximization problem
with scenario-based chance constraints of water storage transition by introducing computationally effective
iterative optimization algorithm based on surrogate functions. Simulation results suggest that the proposed
scheme provides an effective BG operation by considering the uncertainty in the WF output.

INDEX TERMS Balancing group operation, wind power, pumped storage hydropower generation,
probability density prediction, vine copula, expectation optimization, chance constraint, net-zero.

NOMENCLATURE LIST
SYMBOLS
α Natural gradient descent vector used in

Algorithm 1.
γ ∈ (0, 100). Percentile parameter for evaluation

of PINAW and PICP.
ζ ∈ (0, 1). Threshold parameter for chance

constraint.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Cuo Zhang .

η Learning rate used in Algorithm 1.
θ = {bt ,ht , gt , lt }. Decision variables of the BG

scheduling problem.
κ Operation efficiency of PSHG.
φ Parameters of PDP for the target WF output.
ξt = Pr(Wt < wt ). Cumulative lower-tail

probability.
χ Component model (regression tree) used in

Algorithm 1.
ψ Copula density function.
bt ∈ R. Total BG output at timeslot t .
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ct Unit price of the day-ahead market at timeslot t .
g, ḡ The lower/upper limits of the PSHG generation

during pump-down.
gt ∈ R+. Generated output of PSHG under

pumping-down operation at timeslot t .
ht = (hgt ∈ {0, 1}, h

l
t ∈ {0, 1}). Pair of binary

variables representing an operational status of
PSHG at timeslot t; hgt = 1 and hlt = 1 indicate
the PSHG is in pumping-down/-up operation,
respectively.

it Unit price of imbalance charge at timeslot t .
l, l̄ The lower/upper limits of the PSHG load during

pump-up.
l(.) Log-likelihood function.
lt ∈ R+. Load of PSHG under pumping-up

operation at timeslot t .
rt Revenue function for timeslot t .
wt ∈ [0, 1]. Wind power generation [kWh/30min]

of the target WF at timeslot t .
B Allowable operational state switching frequency

per day.
C̄ Storage capacity of the PSHG (i.e., maximum

capacity of the upper reservoir).
F(.) Objective function of the BG scheduling

problem.
F(.), F̄(.) Surrogate functions for lower/upper bounds of

F(.) used in Algorithm 2.
I (.) The Fisher Information.
J The number of whole scenarios.
N 0 Initial partitioning parameter used in

Algorithm 2.
Nt Partitioning parameter for timeslot t used in

Algorithm 2.
N̄ Partitioning limit parameter used inAlgorithm 2.
S The number of scenarios adopted for PSHG

operation scheduling.
Dt Historical dataset for learning model to predict

the WF output of timeslot t .
L Index set of days included in the learning period.
S A set of scenarios for representing chance

constraint of PSHG capacity.
T Half-hourly timeslots for WF output prediction

target.
T0 = {1, · · · , 48}. Half-hourly timeslots for the

day-ahead market.
T− Half-hourly timeslots for estimating initial water

level.
T+ Half-hourly timeslots for optimization target.
·t At the timeslot t (30 min time resolution).
·̂ Estimation/scheduling result.
·
∗ Realized value.
[x]+ = max{0, x}.

ABBREVIATIONS
BG Balancing group.

CWPSH Coordinatedwind-pumped storage hydropower
operation scheme proposed in [1].

EPDF Empirical probability density function.
EWF Ensemble weather forecast.
HWJB Hydro-wind joint bidding scheme proposed

in [2].
JEPX Japan Electric Power eXchange.
NWP Numerical weather prediction.
PICP Prediction interval coverage probability.
PINAW Prediction interval normalized average width.
PSHG Pumped storage hydropower generation

system.
PDP Probability density prediction.
SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition

system.
WF Wind farm.

I. INTRODUCTION
The massive demand for renewable energy sources towards
realizing a net-zero society makes balancing electricity
supply and demand difficult. Wind power suppliers are now
focusing on enhancing the regular use of wind power output
to maximize the potential of wind farms (WFs). In particular,
power suppliers must bid their anticipated electricity supply
values to a power market beforehand to provide electricity
through the power grid; after the transaction is completed,
a penalty cost is imposed when the actual supply deviates
from the scheduled value. Therefore, to ensure the operational
profitability of WFs, whose output is uncertain depending
on wind conditions [3], operating WFs together with other
dispatchable energy resources is desirable while utilizing
output prediction results.

Currently, there are growing expectations for balancing
groups (BGs) [4], [5], [6], in which such WFs and
dispatchable energy resources are operated in a coordinated
manner [7] as a group to achieve more systematic total
generation planning and reduce penalty costs for market
transactions. In the typical scheme, the BG operator submits
the scheduled total BG power supply in advance, and during
operation, the output of dispatchable energy resources is
adjusted according to the WF output to reduce imbalance,
i.e., the discrepancy between the scheduled and actual
power generation; the revenue earned by the BG operator
is determined based on the submitted output schedule,
operational imbalance, electricity market prices, and prices
for the imbalance charge. A key point to ensure the revenue
in BG operation is considering the effect of uncertainty in
WFs output during the scheduling phase. Many researchers
have studied cooperative operation schemes of WFs with
other dispatchable energy systems, such as battery storage
systems [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], compressed air energy stor-
age systems [13], [14], fuel cell systems [9], thermal power
generators [15], [16], micro-turbines [9], and pumped-storage
hydro generators (PSHGs) [2], [15], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21]. Among them, a framework that utilizes variable-speed
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PSHGs [1] already installed in the current power system
is an attractive option because it provides a large capacity
to compensate for fluctuations in WFs output by adjusting
the output under both pomp-up/-down operations without
introducing additional energy resources.

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Various research groups have studied frameworks to effec-
tively realize BG operations combining PSHG and WF in
market transactions. In particular, proper planning of PSHG
operations in consideration of the uncertainty in wind power
forecast results is vital to achieving sustainable operations;
obviously, realizing WF output forecast with small errors
has been addressed as one of the core technologies, but in
addition to that, a scheme to derive a PSHG operation plan
that minimizes the impact on BG operational results in case
of forecast failure is essential.

For example, Parastegari et al. [19] have proposed a
BG operation scheme based on stochastically generated
scenarios, focusing on the universal empirical probability
distribution of wind power output derived from historical
data, to realize appropriate bidding for the market by
a combination of WF and PSHG. Nazari et al. [21] have
proposed using neural networks to predict wind power
output deterministically for such cooperative operations;
their framework introduced a single empirical distribution
from the history of past forecast errors and used it in a
heuristic optimization aimed at improving the profit, thus
accounting for the effect of uncertainty in the forecast results.
De La Nieta et al. [20] have derived a bidding strategy for
the day-ahead market in a similar setting, with multiple
scenarios of output for each timeslot that behave within
the output range determined by the physical characteristics
of the WF, and have proposed an operational problem for
PSHG that maximizes profit by hedging risk in terms of
conditional value at risk under the given scenario set. In the
coordinated wind-pumped storage hydropower (CWPSH)
operation framework proposed in [1], it is also assumed that
a single probability density function represents uncertainty in
the prediction error of the WF output. The usefulness of this
profit maximization problem was discussed through a case
study in which the uncertainty representation was applied to
the actual history of the WF output. All of these frameworks
assume homogeneity in wind power output uncertainty; in
other words, these studies have not elaborately considered
the statistical confidence level of the prediction results, which
may vary with time and/or other factors.

On the other hand, for example, the study conducted
by Varkani et al. [18] is one of the pioneering efforts to
investigate a combined WF and PSHG operation scheme
for participation in the day-ahead energy market; they have
introduced a WF generation forecasting scheme based on
neural networks similar to [21] but attempted to account
for the effects of heterogeneous uncertainties which vary
depending on the situation, by deriving the empirical
probability distribution of the expected forecast error for

each bidding timeslot separately. In a similarly pioneering
effort, Garcia-Gonzalez et al. [17] have proposed to express
the heterogeneity of uncertainty in the forecast results
of WF output by leveraging multiple prediction results
in BG operational planning for the day-ahead market.
Cerejo et al. [2] have proposed the hydro-wind joint bidding
(HWJB) framework using PSHG operational planning that
takes into account the heterogeneity ofWF output uncertainty
by introducing an ad-hoc range of possible WF outputs under
the assumption that it is proportional to the deterministic
prediction results. He et al. [22] havemade a similar argument
in terms of the information gap decision theory [23]; they
have considered dynamically varying ranges of possible
WF outputs by introducing the similar ad-hoc assumption
discussed in [2] to represent heterogeneity in the uncertainty.
In recent years, real-world operators are gaining access to
quasi-real-time information collected via supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems [24] and frequently
updated wind forecast results based on numerical weather
models [25]. In line with this, various cutting-edge frame-
works have been proposed to realize interval prediction [26],
[27], [28] and probability density prediction (PDP) [29], [30],
[31], which flexibly represent the stochastic behavior of WF
output that varies with local wind conditions for such BG
operations [32].
Furthermore, the uncertainty in the forecast results of WF

output is not only heterogeneous but also generally time-
dependent; therefore, the forecast results for each timeslot
of interest do not ideally behave independently [33]. Such
time-dependent uncertainties in the prediction results make
it even more difficult to appropriately estimate the energy
capacity [34] needed to control energy storage (e.g., a reser-
voir in the PSHG) so that the BG output is consistent with
the plan already submitted. Therefore, to achieve sustainable
economic operation of the BG consisting of PSHG and WF
based on bidding to the day-ahead market, it is necessary to
advance BG operational management frameworks further to
understand better the heterogeneity and time-dependence of
wind power forecast results and to make the best use of them
in operations. Table 1 summarizes how the heterogeneity
and time-dependence of uncertainty in WF output have been
assumed in the leading studies in the relevant field on the BG
operation of WF and PSHG for the day-ahead market. This
table suggests that while relevant studies have made a variety
of assumptions about the statistical properties of WF output,
there has been a particular lack of elaborate discussion of its
temporal dependence.

B. AIMS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
This study proposes a schedule planning operation method
for maximizing the expected profit from trading in the
day-ahead market for BGs consisting of a WF and variable-
speed PSHG. The proposed method utilizes the PDP [31],
which provides rich probabilistic information, to predict the
uncertainty in the WF output for the planning target period of
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TABLE 1. Assumptions for uncertainty in WF output in relevant works.

the next day, and derives a schedule of the entire BG output
plan and a schedule of the pump-down/-up operation of the
PSHG. A feature of the proposed method is that it explicitly
models the time-dependence of the wind power output
distribution over the planning target period using vine cop-
ula [35], based on the historical sequences of the wind power
output and those of past PDP results; the PDP approach,
which consists of the gradient boosting concept [36] that
has been discussed in the field of machine learning, allows
for a precise representation of the heterogeneity of WF
output uncertainty, and modeling with vine copula allows
its time dependency to be incorporated appropriately into
the BG operational management methodology. The proposed
framework provides plausible scenarios for the transition of
water level in the reservoir determined by the accumulation
of PSHG control results over the planning period, thereby
introducing additional appropriate chance constraints on the
PSHG water storage for the optimal planning problem.
The chance-constrained expectation optimization problem
formulated in this study can be solved by iterative discrete
bounding approximations [37] to efficiently evaluate the
tight upper/lower bounds of the objective function in a
computationally efficient manner; by applying these ideas,
the proposed method enables the derivation of the BG
operation plan within several hours for decision-making
from the derivation of the WF output forecast results to the
submission of the BG plan to the day-ahead market. The
effectiveness of the proposed method was evaluated in terms
of realized revenues through numerical simulations using
actual output data measured at a WF site located in eastern
Japan, market prices, and imbalance charges measured over
a year. The contributions of this study are summarized as
follows.
• We formulate a day-ahead wind-hydro BG scheduling
problem for maximizing expected revenue, particularly
considering uncertainty in wind power output.

• We suggest using a cutting-edge PDP scheme to account
for the impact of heterogeneous and time-varying
uncertainty in WF output in the expected revenue
maximization problem.

• We propose a scenario-based PSHG capacity chance-
constraints scheme by modeling statistical time depen-
dence to address the impact of uncertainty in WF output
behavior.

• We propose an efficient iterative optimization approach
using surrogate functions representing the upper and
lower bounds of the objective function which is difficult
to optimize directly.

Numerical results were evaluated considering the effect of
system coordination in the BG setting and the impacts of
considering heterogeneity and time dependence in the WF
output distribution.

C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the framework of BG operation, which
consists of a WF and PSHG. In Section III, we formulate the
BG operation scheduling problem regarding the expectation
optimization problem and propose an approach to solve it
efficiently. Section IV describes the simulation experiments
conducted to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed method.
Finally, Section V provides a concluding remark.

II. BALANCING GROUP OPERATION
We focus on the day-ahead market scheme launched in the
Japan Electric Power eXchange (JEPX)1 in 2019, which
requires plans to be submitted by 10:00 on the previous
day for 48 half-hourly timeslots for the next day. We will
denote by T0 = {1, . . . , 48} the 30 min timeslots of a
daily operation. Let wt be the wind power generation of
the target WF at timeslot t ∈ T0 and gt ∈ R+ and
lt ∈ R+ be the outputs of the PSHG under the pump-
down/-up operation, respectively. In addition, let ht = (hgt ∈
{0, 1}, hlt ∈ {0, 1}) be a pair of binary variables that represent
the operational status (pumped-down/-up) of PSHG at the
corresponding timing. The output of the WF, wt , can behave
unexpectedly depending on the weather, ensuring that the
power is generated as scheduled difficult. Therefore, in this
study, we assume that the BG operation is subject to the direct
scheduling of the total system output,

bt = wt + h
g
t gt − h

l
t lt , (1)

to compensate for the uncertainty by leveraging the con-
trollability of the PSHG. Under the given BG scheduling
results, (b̂t , ĥt ), the revenue obtained for this timeslot via the

1’’Japan Electric Power eXchange,’’ [Online] Available:
https://www.jepex.jp/en/, accessed: 2023-08-02.
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day-ahead market can be written as:

rt (wt ) = ct b̂t − it
[
b̂t − (wt + ĥ

g
t g
∗
t − ĥ

l
t l
∗
t )
]
+

, (2)

where ct and it are the unit values of the day-ahead market
price and imbalance charge, respectively, and [x]+ =

max{0, x}. The first term in Eq. (2) indicates that bidding
on the BG operation plan, b̂t , in the day-ahead market for
timeslot t in the scheduling phase results in a fundamental
revenue based on the unit price. Meanwhile, the second
term indicates the imbalance penalty based on the unit cost
determined from the market balance at the timing of the
actual transaction; the deviation between the scheduled BG
operation b̂t and BG output realized by the actual output,
g∗t and l∗t of the PSHG, which operates to compensate for
deviations from the assumedwind power output under system
operational constraints, is settled according to this form. Note
that the second term implies that when the actual BG output
is likely exceeded the planned value b̂t in timeslot t , the
imbalance can be avoided via wind power curtailment.

The output, g∗t and l∗t , of the PSHG that defines the final
BG output at timeslot t in Eq. (2) is assumed to be given by
the following control result under the actual WF output wt of
the target day:

(g∗t , l
∗
t ) = argmin

(gt ,lt )

{
b̂t − (wt + h

g∗
t gt − h

l∗
t lt )

}
(t ∈ T0),

(3)

subject to

g ≤ gt ≤ ḡ (t ∈ T0), (4)

l ≤ lt ≤ l̄ (t ∈ T0), (5)

0 ≤ C0 +

t∑
τ=1

(κhl∗τ lτ − h
g∗
τ gτ ) ≤ C̄ (t ∈ T0), (6)

hg∗t =

 0, if C0+

t∑
τ=1

(κhl∗τ lτ−h
g∗
τ gτ )=0 ∧ ĥ

g
t =1

ĥgt , otherwise,

(t ∈ T0), (7)

hl∗t =

 0, if C0+

t∑
τ=1

(κhl∗τ lτ−h
g∗
τ gτ )= C̄ ∧ ĥ

l
t=1

ĥlt , otherwise,

(t ∈ T0), (8)

where g and ḡ are the lower/upper limits of the PSHG
generation during pump-down, respectively, l and l̄ are
the lower/upper limits of the PSHG load for pump-up,
respectively,C0 is the initial water level of the upper reservoir
for the control period T0, C̄ represents the maximum capacity
of the reservoir, and κ is the operating efficiency of the
PSHG. Under the control policy shown in Eqs. (3) – (8), the
BG operation scheduling problem for the day-ahead market
can be formulated as a problem of determining the decision
variable set {(bt ,ht ); t ∈ T0}.

III. SCHEDULING OF BG OPERATION
A. OVERVIEW OF BG SCHEDULING
To realize sustainable energy management while taking
into account the impacts of uncertainty, a framework such
as receding horizon control [38] is effective, in which
plans derived during the operational scheduling process
are modified and updated based on the latest prediction
results to appropriately utilize energy buffers with limited
capacity [39], [40]. This study follows this concept and
assumes the timeline shown in Fig. 1. The framework uses
forecast results for 96 timeslots representing the next 48 hours
using information available at 08:00 AM of the previous day;
develops a BG operational plan for period T+, which includes
the target period T0; and submits the operational plan for T0 to
the market. The water level of the PSHG at the beginning
of the target planning period, C0, is estimated using the wind
power output prediction results over T−. In summary, the
following input-output relationship represents our proposed
BG scheduling task:

{{Pr(Wt ); t ∈ T }, {(ĉt , ît ); t ∈ T+}} → {(bt ,ht ); t ∈ T0},
(9)

where Pr(Wt ) represents the probability density function of
the predicted wind power output, and ĉt and ît are the
estimated unit values of the day-ahead market price and
imbalance charge, respectively.2 This study mainly focuses
on the effective use of uncertainty information in wind power
outputs in BG planning under the given forecast results
of the market price and imbalance charge. Figure 2 shows
the schematic of the proposed BG operational planning
framework.

In the remaining subsections, we first introduce the
PDP framework to represent heterogeneity in WF output
uncertainty. Then, the target BG operational planning prob-
lem is described; in particular, we introduce the objective
function involving numerical integration operations and the
PSHG capacity chance-constraints representation due to
the time dependence of the uncertainty in the WF output
to identify challenges in the optimization process. Then,
to represent these chance constraints explicitly, a copula
modeling approach is introduced for generating plausibleWF
output scenarios. Finally, we introduce surrogate functions
representing the upper/lower bounds of the original objective
function and propose an iterative procedure to achieve
optimization while efficiently inducing these bounds to be
tight.

B. PDP OF WF OUTPUT
We focus on the probability density prediction (PDP) scheme
introduced in [31] for the target WF output, which is based
on the methodology called NGBoost [41]. In this scheme,
the probability density of the WF output for each 30-min

2Note that the JEPX day-ahead market is traded via the single-price
auction scheme, so the sensitivity of profitability to bid prices for BG
operators is low.
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FIGURE 1. Scheduling timeline of BG operation.

FIGURE 2. Proposed BG operational scheduling scheme.

slot in the target period, T (⊃ T0), is derived based on
the numerical weather prediction (NWP) result [42] of the
corresponding timeslot and latest WF power generation
observation at the time of prediction; the NWP result used
in this scheme consists of horizontal wind speed information
(two-dimensional information composed of the zonal and
meridional velocities) at an altitude of 60 m on 15 km mesh
points within 40 km of the target site provided by an ensemble
weather forecast (EWF) [27], [30] with 11 members. The
schematic of the information flow in the PDP scheme used
in this study is shown in Figure 3.
In this PDP scheme, we focus on the statistical behavior of

the per-unit WF power generation, i.e.,

yt =
wt −mint ′ (wt ′ )

maxt ′ (wt ′ )−mint ′ (wt ′ )
. (10)

Let vt be the vectorized wind speed information for timeslot
t ∈ T in the latest EWF results accessible at the time
of prediction. Our PDP scheme derives the conditional
probability density of the WF output in the target timeslot,
t ∈ T , using information vt and latest information y0 as
follows,

Pr(yt | vt , y0) = pt (yt ;φt (vt , y0)). (11)

In this study, we focus on the beta distribution as a para-
metric model for such a description3 and consider deriving

3Since it has been reported that the PDP results under the assumption of
the beta distribution better represent the stochastic behavior of real-world
WF outputs [31] in terms of the rank histograms [43] and the continuous
ranked probability score (CRPS) [44] than, for example, those under the
assumption of the Gaussian distribution or those utilizing a nonparametric
distribution derived with the bootstrap sampling technique, we adopted the
beta distribution here.

parameter φt to represent this conditional distribution using
gradient boosting trees [36] based on the natural gradient
concept [45] whose inputs consist of vt and y0, which
can be observed at the time of prediction. Algorithm 1
shows the learning procedure of the PDP model in terms
of NGBoost. The algorithm derives a set of component
models, {χ (k)

t }, and their coefficients, {ρ(k)t }, to represent
the parameter of the conditional probability density func-
tion, i.e. Eq. (11); the derived parameter is represented
as

φ̂t (vt , y0) = φ̂
(0)
t − η

K∑
k=1

ρ
(k)
t χ

(k)
t (vt , y0), (12)

where η is a learning rate (e.g., η = 0.01). In Algorithm 1,
the learning process is carried out by focusing on the
log-likelihood of the probability density, i.e., shown as
l(.), and the Fisher Information shown as I (.) under the
current model. The model is learned based on the historical
dataset Dt = {(vd,t , yd,0), yd,t ; d ∈ L}, where vd,t and
yd,t indicate information of t ∈ T in day d in the
learning period L, and yd,0 indicates the latest information
of WF power generation at the prediction timing in day
d in the learning period L. Note that by adopting the
inverse operation of Eq. (10), we can easily represent the
conditional probability of the original wind power generation,
i.e., Pr(wt | vt ,w0) = pt (wt ;φt (vt ,w0)); we write
simply Pr(wt ) when no confusion can arise. We stress
that this approach has the ability to represent heteroge-
neous uncertainties that vary with the situation for each
timeslot.
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FIGURE 3. Schematics of the information flow of the PDP scheme used in this study (see [31] for detail).

Algorithm 1 Learning Probabilistic Prediction Models
Input: Dt = {(vd,t , yd,0), yd,t }d∈L.
1: φ

(0)
t ← argmin

φ

∑
d∈L

l(φ, yd,t ).

2: φ
(0)
d ← φ

(0)
t (∀d ∈ L).

3: for k = 1, . . . ,K do

4: α
(k)
d ← I (φ(k−1)

d )−1
∂

∂φ
l(φ(k−1)

d , yd,t ) (∀d ∈ L).

5: χ
(k)
t ← fit({(vd,t , yd,0), α

(k)
d }d∈L).

6: ρ
(k)
t ← argmin

ρ

∑
d∈L

l(φ(k−1)
d − ρχ

(k)
t (vd,t , yd,0), yd,t ).

7: φ
(k)
d ← φ

(k−1)
d − η(ρ(k)t χ

(k)
t (vd,t , yd,0)) (∀d ∈ L).

8: end for
Output: {φ(0)

t , {ρ
(k)
t , χ

(k)
t }

K
k=1}.

C. OPTIMIZATION OF BG SCHEDULING
Here, we formally introduce the target BG operation plan-
ning problem based on maximizing the expected revenue.
We write θt = (bt ,ht , gt , lt ) for the decision variable set for
the planning at timeslot t; the BG scheduling problem is then
defined as follows:

{θ̂t } = argmax
{θt }

F({θt })

= argmax
{θt }

∑
t∈T+

E
[
r̂t (Wt | θt )

]
= argmax

{θt }

∑
t∈T+

∫
Pr(wt )r̂t (wt | θt )dwt , (13)

where r̂t (wt | θt ) is the estimated revenue, and

r̂t (wt | θ̂t ) = ĉtbt − ît
[
bt − (wt + h

g
t ḡ− h

l
t l)
]
+

. (14)

The first term of Eq. (14) represents the revenue or
expenditure in the day-ahead market, whereas the second
term represents the payment for the imbalance charge. For
the latter, when the deviation from the scheduled value of the
BG output can be compensated for by controlling the speed of
PSHG generation/loading or curtailing the output of the WF,
no imbalance occurs, and the charge becomes zero.

The constraints of the BG scheduling problem, Eq. (13),
introduced in this study are given as follows.

Output constraints:

g ≤ gt ≤ ḡ (t ∈ T+) (15)

l ≤ lt ≤ l̄ (t ∈ T+) (16)

Operation switching constraints:

hgt + h
l
t ≤ 1 (t ∈ T+) (17)

hlt−1 + h
g
t ≤ 1 (t ∈ T+) (18)

hgt−1 + h
l
t ≤ 1 (t ∈ T+) (19)

|T |∑
t=1

{|hgt − h
g
t−1| + |h

l
t − h

l
t−1|} ≤ B (20)

Here, B is the limit of the operation switching frequency for
the PSHG.

Capacity chance constraint:

Pr

(
0 ≤ Ĉ0 +

t∑
τ=1

(
κhlτ lτ − h

g
τgτ

)
≤ C̄

)
≥ ζ (t ∈ T+)

(21)

here, ζ ∈ (0, 1) is a threshold parameter, and Ĉ0 is the
estimation result of the initial storage capacity at the start
time of the scheduling period. In this study, the initial storage
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capacity is estimated as follows:

Ĉ0 = C ′0 +
∑
t∈T−

(κ ĥl
′

t l̂
∗
t − ĥ

g′
t ĝ
∗
t ), (22)

where C ′0 is the current capacity observable at the scheduling

time, ĥg
′

t and ĥl
′

t are plausible operation states determined
under the schedule that was submitted the day before,
and ĝ∗t and l̂∗t suggest the plausible control results. These
plausible parameters are given by deriving the output of the
control phase for period T− using the expected WF output
derived from the PDP in a manner similar to that shown in
Eqs. (3)–(8).
Note that while the variables of substantial importance

in our BG scheduling task are (bt ,ht ), we use θt =

(bt ,ht , gt , lt ) as the decision variable set for the optimization
in evaluating the feasibility of the solution for this capacity
constraint. As described in Section II, our framework assumes
that {(bt ,ht ); t ∈ T0}, which corresponds to the subset of
the optimizer, is adopted as the scheduling result and that the
real-time output control is conducted according to {(g∗t , l

∗
t )},

which is derived in Eq. (3).
The technical difficulties in implementing this framework

are the integral calculation for evaluating the expected value
of the objective function F({θt }) appearing in Eq. (13)
in the optimization process and the explicit evaluation of
the chance constraint shown in Eq. (21) by considering
the uncertainty relationships among timeslots, i.e., time-
dependence. To address these difficulties, we introduce the
representation of stochastic scenario-based capacity chance
constraints using a copula function [46] and then propose a
computationally efficient iterative optimization approach by
introducing surrogate functions to evaluate the upper/lower
bounds of the objective function F({θt }).

D. PSHG CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS BASED ON WF
OUTPUT SCENARIOS
The advantage of the BG operation scheme is that deviations
from the wind generation forecast can be mitigated within
the controllability of the PSHG. However, the temporal
behavior of the realized wind power generation relative to
the forecast result generally has a time-dependence; e.g.,
when a measurement is over/under-performing relative to
the PDP result in a timeslot t , the measurement tends to
behave similarly in t + 1. Meanwhile, the measurement
rarely continues to deviate in the same direction from the
PDP result for the entire timeslot T0. Therefore, to elaborate
on the capacity constraint affected by the accumulation of
output results over the target period, as shown in Eq. (21), the
time-dependence of the relative position of WF output results
to the PDP results must be appropriately considered.

In this study, the following steps are introduced to allow
the evaluation of the capacity constraint in an explicit form
while neatly incorporating such time-dependence.

1) Statistically model the temporal dependencies of the
behavior of the realized wind power generation on the
PDP results.

2) Generate multiple scenarios based on the statistical
model.

3) Represent the stochastic chance constraints on the
capacity using the generated scenarios.

In Step 1, we represent the joint probability density
function of wind power generation in the target period,
{wt ; t ∈ T+}, as follows:

Pr(w1, . . . ,w|T+|) = ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξ|T+|)
∏
t∈T+

Pr(wt ), (23)

where ξt represents the quantile from the viewpoint of the
marginal cumulative distribution of the PDP result, i.e.,

ξt = Pr(Wt < wt ) (t ∈ T+), (24)

and ψ(.) is a copula density function [46]. In this study,
we focus on the copula density function modeled via a
regular vine (R-vine) copula [35], flexibly representing the
complex dependence structure among multiple timeslots
with a combination of various types of paired copulas (see
Appendix A for a brief description of the R-vine). This copula
density function is trained offline before the scheduling phase
using historical records of past PDP results and actual WF
output behaviors.

In Step 2, multiple WF output scenarios are generated via
inverse transformation sampling [47] using the PDP results
available at the scheduling phase, {Pr(wt ); t ∈ T+}, and
copula density function, ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξ|T+|), which is estimated
in Step 1. In this step, J scenarios are generated as follows:

(ŵ(j)
1 , . . . , ŵ

(j)
|T+|) ∼ Pr(W1, . . . ,W|T+|) (j = 1, .., J ). (25)

Finally, in Step 3, we evaluate the J scenarios in terms of
the log-likelihood based on the model,

log Pr(ŵ(j)
1 , . . . , ŵ

(j)
|T+|) (j = 1, . . . , J ), (26)

extract a scenario set S consisting of S scenarios with the
highest log-likelihood among J generated scenarios, and
introduce the following scenario-based capacity constraints
that consider the feasibility of these scenarios at a minimum.

Scenario-based capacity chance constraints:

0 ≤ max
t∈T+,s∈S

C (s)
t ≤ C̄, (27)

0 ≤ min
t∈T+,s∈S

C (s)
t ≤ C̄, (28)

where

C (s)
t = C0 +

t∑
τ=1

[
−κhlt min{max{bτ − ŵ(s)

τ ,−l̄},−l}

−hgτ min{max{bτ − ŵ(s)
τ , g}, ḡ}

]
(t ∈ T+, s ∈ S), (29)

and C (s)
t are the PSHG water level in scenarios s ∈ S.

Constraints shown in Eqs. (27) and (28) ensure that the
maximum and minimum values of the water level transition
among all S scenarios in each timeslot are within the feasible
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storage capacity range. Note that these alternative constraints
imply that the ratio of S to J acts like the role of the
parameter ζ in Eq. (21) and enforce not to violate the capacity
constraints for at least S scenarios among J . Instead of
the capacity chance constraint shown in Eq. (21), we use
the constraints shown in Eqs. (27) and (28), which can be
evaluated explicitly.

E. ITERATIVE OPTIMIZATION USING SURROGATE
FUNCTIONS

The expected value optimization problem introduced
in Eq. (13) involves integral calculation, which makes
direct numerical optimization computationally expensive.
To address this computational problem, we introduce surro-
gate functions that express upper/lower bounds via discrete
bounding approximation such that the objective function
F({θt }) in Eq. (13) can be optimized efficiently and in
practical time (i.e., 1–2 hours) by iteratively tightening
the difference between these bounds while narrowing the
solution search space.

First, we discretize the domain of the wind power output
at timeslot t by dividing it into Nt parts. Then, we derive the
upper/lower bounds of the expected value in the partitioned
domain [wnt , w̄

n
t ] for all n ∈ Nt (= {1, . . . ,Nt }), wherewnt and

w̄nt are the quantiles and have the following properties,

Pr
(
Wt ≤ wnt

)
=
n− 1
Nt

, (30)

Pr
(
Wt ≤ w̄nt

)
=

n
Nt
. (31)

We introduce a surrogate function F̄({θt };Nt ) ≥ F({θt })
representing the upper bound given the partitioning set {Nt =

{1, . . . ,Nt }; t ∈ T+} via discrete bounding approximation
(see Appendix B for details) as follows:

F̄({θt }; {Nt }) =
∑
t∈T+

F̄t (θt ;Nt )

=

∑
t∈T+

1
Nt

∑
n∈Nt

r̂(w̃nt | θt ), (32)

where

w̃nt = Nt

∫ w̄nt

wnt
wt Pr(wt )dwt . (33)

Similarly, the following surrogate function is introduced to
represent the lower bound (see Appendix B for details) with
the property F({θt }; {Nt }) ≤ F({θt }):

F({θt }; {Nt })

=

∑
t∈T+

F t (θt ;Nt )

=

∑
t∈T+

∑
n∈Nt

{
w̄nt − w̃

n
t

w̄nt − w
n
t
r̂(wnt |θt )+

w̃nt − w
n
t

w̄nt − w
n
t
r̂(w̄nt |θt )

}
.

(34)

Note that wnt , w̄
n
t , and w̃nt are explicitly calculable under

the PDP results. Therefore, the maximization problem of
each surrogate function with constraints Eqs. (15)–(20)
and (27), (28) takes the form of the mixed integer linear
program (MILP); thus, given an appropriate partitioning
set {Nt } that achieves sufficiently tight upper/lower bounds
and using a modern numerical solver, e.g., Gurobi, we can
derive the well-approximated maximizer of the original
objective function, F({θt }), which is challenging to optimize
directly.

To achieve this optimization within acceptable compu-
tation time in practical situations while finding a suitable
partitioning set that achieves a sufficiently tight discrete
approximation, we propose the iterative optimization proce-
dure shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm first derives the
optimal solution sets for the surrogate functions4 introduced
in Eqs. (32) and (34) (lines 9 and 10 in Algorithm 2)
under a rough partitioning set {Nt } given at the beginning
(line 1); these maximizers can be derived independently by
parallel computation. Suppose the optimization results for
two surrogate functions show that the operating condition
of the PSHG, ht , at a certain timeslot t is consistent and
the difference between the upper/lower bounds is sufficiently
tight; in that case, this operation condition is fixed, adopted
for this timing, and excluded from the optimization in
the subsequent procedure (lines 11–17). Moreover, for
timeslots with large differences between the upper/lower
bounds, the resolutions of the discretization are improved
(line 18), and the surrogate functions are optimized again
using a redesigned partitioning set {Nt }. These processes
are performed iteratively. After the convergence condition
is satisfied, the upper and lower boundary solutions are
substituted into the original objective function, and the
solution with the larger objective function value is adopted
as the final solution (line 20).

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Annual simulations were conducted using a dataset col-
lected at a real-world WF located in eastern Japan from
January 1, 2016, to January 31, 2018, and from historical
datasets of JEPX day-ahead market prices5 and imbalance
charges6 to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme. To evaluate the impact of the BG scheme on
achievable revenue, the following five approaches were
compared:
• Independent operation: The WF and PSHG are sched-
uled and controlled independently; the PSHG does
not compensate for deviations between the scheduled

4Note that although {gt } and {lt } are not explicitly described as arguments
of the surrogate functions in Algorithm 2 to simplify the notation, they are
also optimization targets in the procedure.

5‘‘Trading information,’’ [Online] Available: https://www.jepx.jp/
electricpower/market-data/spot/, accessed: 2023-08-02.

6‘‘Unit price of imbalance charge,’’ [Online] Available: https://www.
tepco.co.jp/pg/consignment/retailservice/imbalance, accessed: 2023-08-02.
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Algorithm 2 Iterative Optimization Procedure Based on Surrogate Functions

Input: ĉt , ît , Pr(wt ) ∀t , and Ĉ0.
1: Nt ← N 0, 1rev

t ← εrev + 1, 1
bg
t ← εbg + 1 (∀t).

2: ĥt ← ∅ (∀t), T ∗← ∅.
3: while {t; (1rev

t > εrev ∨1
bg
t > εbg) ∧ Nt ≤ N̄ } ̸= ∅ do

4: for t ∈ {t; (1rev
t > εrev ∨1

bg
t > εbg) ∧ Nt ≤ N̄ } do

5: for n ∈ Nt (= {1, . . . ,Nt }) do
6: Calculate Eqs. (30), (31), and (33).
7: end for
8: end for
9: {{b̄t }, {h̄t }} ← argmax

{bt },{ht }

∑
t∈T+\T ∗

F̄t (bt ,ht ;Nt )+
∑
t∈T ∗

F̄t (bt , ĥt ;Nt ), subject to Eqs. (15)–(20), (27), and (28).

10: {{bt }, {ht }} ← argmax
{bt },{ht }

∑
t∈T+\T ∗

F t (bt ,ht ;Nt )+
∑
t∈T ∗

F t (bt , ĥt ;Nt ), subject to Eqs. (15)–(20), (27), and (28).

11: θ̄t ←

{
{b̂t , ĥt } if t ∈ T ∗

{b̄t , h̄t } otherwise
, θ t ←

{
{b̂t , ĥt } if t ∈ T ∗

{bt ,ht } otherwise
.

12: 1rev
t ← F̄t (θ̄t ;Nt )− F t (θ t ;Nt ) (∀t), 1

bg
t ←

∣∣b̄t − bt ∣∣ (∀t).
13: if {t; h̄t = ht } = T+ then
14: T ∗← T+, ĥt ← h̄t (= ht ) (t ∈ T+).
15: else
16: T ∗← {t; h̄t = ht ∧1

rev
t < mediant ′∈T+{1

rev
t ′ }}, and ĥt ← h̄t (t ∈ T ∗).

17: end if
18: Nt ← 2× Nt (t ∈ {t; (1rev

t > εrev ∨1
bg
t > εbg) ∧ Nt ≤ N̄ }).

19: end while

20: θ̂ ←


{θ̄t } if

∑
t∈T+

Ft (θ̄t ,Nt ) ≥
∑
t∈T+

Ft (θ t ,Nt )

{θ t } otherwise.

Output: θ̂ .

and actual WF outputs. The WF output schedule was
given as the expected values derived from the forecast
results, and the PSHG output schedule was determined
to maximize its revenue in the day-ahead market without
considering the uncertainty in the WF output. This
approach follows the traditional operation from the
literature [17], [18], [19].

• Naive BG: A naive BG scheme without active coop-
eration, in which the operation schedules of the
WF and PSHG are determined separately, and devi-
ations in the WF output are compensated by the
PSHG in the control phase. This approach fol-
lows the benchmarking approach introduced in the
literature [2].

• Coordinated wind-pumped storage hydropower
(CWPSH) operation [1]: A state-of-the-art cooperation
approach proposed in [1]. The day-ahead operation
schedules of the WF and PSHG are planned in a
coordinated manner; the impact of uncertainty in wind
power output on PSHG capacity is considered in
the constraints during the scheduling phase, but the
uncertainty inWF forecast results are represented by the
common single empirical probability density function
(EPDF) of the historical prediction errors around the

deterministic prediction results7 under the assumption
of homogeneity; the time-dependence of the uncertainty
in WF forecast results is also not considered.

• Hydro-wind joint bidding (HWJB) operation [2]:
Another state-of-the-art approach of the hydro-wind
joint bidding proposed in [2]. A cooperation scheme
in which the operation schedules of the WF and
PSHG are determined by considering the uncertainty
in the WF output, and deviations in the WF output
are compensated by the PSHG in the control phase.
The time-dependent uncertainty in the WF output is
represented by the PDP results; thus, the heterogeneous
uncertainties are represented in the scheduling phase.
The time-dependence of the uncertainty in WF forecast
results is not considered.

• Proposed BG operation: The proposed BG scheme
aiming to maximize the expected revenue. The coop-
eration scheme considers the time-dependence in the

7In this experiment, we used the expected value of the distribution derived
from the prediction mechanism used in Section III-B as the deterministic
prediction result. It has been reported in [31] that the predictions derived
in this way are comparable in accuracy to deterministic prediction methods
based on the state-of-the-art mechanism.
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TABLE 2. BG operational parameters used in the experiment.

heterogeneous uncertainties in WF forecast results for
the BG scheduling.

The unit values of the day-ahead market price ĉt and
imbalance charge ît used in the scheduling phase were
naively estimated using the prices of the most recent day,
distinguishing weekdays and holidays, as follows:

ĉt = c′t (t ∈ T0, ) (35)

ît =

{
i′t if (i′t > c′t )
c′t + 10 otherwise

(t ∈ T0), (36)

where c′t and i′t are the day-ahead market price and
imbalance charge in yen/MWh on the day referred to,
respectively. Table 2 presents the specifications of the WF
and PSHG that constitute the BG and the parameters used
in the operational scheduling optimization. This experiment
focused on the annual data subset from February 1, 2017,
to January 31, 2018, as the evaluation period. The prediction
model of the WF was updated once a month using the
data from January 1, 2016, through the previous month
of the operational target period. In the proposed scheme,
scenarios for the PSHG capacity constraints were generated
by modeling copulas based on a historical dataset of
PDP results and actual outputs of the WF collected one
month before the operation date. The annual operational
performance of each approach was evaluated by simulating
the continuous daily BG operation succeeding the previous
day’s water level based on the data collected and predicted for
this evaluation period. All experiments were performed using
Gurobi 9.5.1 as the optimization solver and were evaluated
in a parallel computing environment with eight threads
using an Intel Xeon Platinum 8258 processor and 512GB of
memory.

B. EVALUATION OF PDP RESULTS
Firstly, we show the characteristics of the PDP results
for the WF output8 in terms of the heterogeneity of
the uncertainty represented in the prediction results and
their time-dependence. Figure 4 shows examples of the
prediction intervals for various percentiles under the resulting
probability densities from 30 minutes to 48 hours ahead.
Figure 4(a) suggests that the PDP framework introduced in

8While the further detailed discussion of the PDP performance is beyond
the scope of this paper, a quantitative evaluation of the PDP scheme
implemented in this study was reported in [31]; we refer readers to it for
evaluation results under conditions comparable to those of this experiment.

FIGURE 4. Representative results of PDP used in our approach and
uncertainty.

Section III-B can represent heterogeneity in the uncertainty
of WF output, such that the width and bias of the derived
prediction intervals vary depending on the situation. For
example, the results of the proposed PDP confidently suggest
lowWF outputs around 08:00–23:00 on the first day by peaky
probability distributions, while expressing low confidence
in the WF outputs around 10:00–13:00 on the next day
with broad, less peaky probability distributions. On the other
hand, Fig. 4(b) shows the forecast results represented by
the common single EPDF constructed with historical error
trends of the deterministic prediction results used in CWPSH;
this also represents the uncertainty in the WF output, but
this framework implicitly accepts the assumption that the
uncertainty is homogeneous; thus, this framework does not
express differences in confidence in the prediction results
depending on the situation.

To characterize these uncertainty representations, two
representative PDP performance metrics, the prediction
interval normalized average width (PINAW) and the pre-
diction interval coverage probability (PICP), are introduced
here. The PINAW [48] is one of the popular metrics for
evaluating the PDP from the viewpoint of the average width
of the percentile range γ in the results. In this experiment,
we evaluated PINAW for several types of percentile range,
γ , for each timeslot; when the PINAW is small, the interval
prediction range γ derived from the PDP is tight on average
for the timeslot t . The PICP [48] is another popular metric
for evaluating the prediction intervals derived from the PDP.
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FIGURE 5. PINAWs under γ ∈ {50, 90, 98}[%]; ‘‘PDP’’ indicates the framework introduced in Section III-B, and ‘‘EPDF-based’’ indicates the
framework used in CWPSH [1].

FIGURE 6. PICPs under γ ∈ {50, 90, 98}[%]; the dotted lines show the ideal coverage probability for the given γ .

We introduce this metric for the given quantile range γ of
the timeslot t to evaluate the mean coverage of the actual WF
output; when the PICP is close to γ , the interval predictions
derived from the PDP results appropriately cover the realized
WF output as expected, so that the uncertainties represented
in the PDP model are elaborate.

Figure 5 shows the PINAW of each timeslot evaluated
under γ ∈ {50, 90, 98}[%], focusing on the target timeslots,
T0, for the operation of the results derived for the evaluation
period. The homogeneity of the uncertainty representation of
the single EPDF-based approach employed in the CWPSH
method can be seen in that the PINAWs do not change in
any timeslot under each γ . Meanwhile, the PDP introduced
in this study shows a different PINAW in each timeslot.
The results also suggest that under γ = 50[%], the
two approaches do not differ significantly. Still, under
γ = 90 and 98[%], the PDP framework introduced in
this study tends to exhibit a relatively tighter uncertainty
representation. Figure 6 shows the results of PICP under
γ ∈ {50, 90, 98}.The PDP framework shows almost
ideal average coverage probability for the target timeslots
under all γ ; however, the single EPDF-based approach

shows far from ideal coverage probability, especially for
large γ .
On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows the characteristics

of the time-dependence of the uncertainties in prediction
results. Figure 7(a) shows the quantiles corresponding to the
observed WF output obtained on the cumulative probability
distribution derived from the respective PDP results focused
on the first timeslot of T0 (i.e., 00:00–00:30 of the next
day) and the next timeslot (00:30–01:00 of the next day)
in the evaluation period. Note that marginal histograms of
ξ1 and ξ2 shown in the figure are the rank histogram [43],
often used to assess the goodness of the PDP results
qualitatively. While neither of these histograms is consistent
with a perfectly uniform distribution, they do not show a
considerable distributional bias, suggesting that the PDP
provides a relatively good representation of the uncertainty
in the WF output in a way that adequately reflects the actual
behavior ofWF output. However, the scatter plot shown in the
figure suggests that there is a clear dependence between these
timeslots; this implies that when the WF output is observed
at the tails of the PDP result in one timeslot, the same trend
is observed in the next timeslot. On the contrary, Fig. 7(b)
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FIGURE 7. Relationships of uncertainties in PDPs between different timeslots. ξt = Pr(Wt < w∗

t ) shows the marginal cumulative distribution of the PDP
result respective to the observation w∗

t .

shows the relationship between quantiles focused on the first
and the last timeslot (23:30–24:00 of the next day) in T0,
suggesting that this dependency is fragile. As illustrated in
these examples, the uncertainty in the WF output represented
by the PDP can result in various types of dependencies among
timeslots.

Figure 8 shows the surface plot of the following bivariate
probability density,

ψ(ξi, ξj) =
∫
. . .

∫∫
. . .

∫∫
. . .

∫
ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξ|T+|)

dξ1 . . . dξi−1dξi+1 . . . dξj−1dξj+1 . . . dξ|T+|,

(37)

which is obtained by marginalizing the training result of
the copula density function, ψ(.). Figure 8(a) suggests
that the copula density function has properly learned the
strong temporal dependency between the first and the second
timeslots in T0 shown in Fig. 7(a). The training result
well represents the inherent property of PDP results that if
the observed value deviates significantly from the PDP in
the direction of over-/under-estimation in the first timeslot,
they tend to deviate in the same direction in the following
timeslot. Meanwhile, the training result shown in Fig. 8(b)
suggests that no strong dependency was identified between
the first and last timeslots of T0, which is consistent with
the characteristics shown in Fig. 7(b). Thus, the approach
introduced in Section III-D incorporates these time depen-
dency characteristics in a data-centric manner and provides
important information for a detailed BG operational plan with
PSHG.

C. EVALUATION OF BG SCHEMES
Now, to provide an overview of the annual performance
trends of each method, we present the comparison results
focusing on the proposed BG methods, which employ
scenarios generated under J = 10 and S = 10.
Figure 9 shows the results of the daily average revenues.

The comparison between the results of the indep. and naive
approaches suggests the effectiveness of the fundamental BG
operation configured with the WF and PSHG. Meanwhile,
the CWPSH, HWJB, and the proposed BG schemes exhibit
even better results than those of the indep. and naive
schemes in terms of realized revenue; the results suggest
the effectiveness of the cooperative BG planning scheme of
operational schedules for addressing the impact of uncer-
tainties in the WF output. The comparison between CWPSH
and the HWJB suggests that considering the heterogeneity
in the BG operation scheduling improves profitability, and
the comparison between HWJB and the proposed scheme
suggests that considering the time-dependence in capacity
constraints further improves profitability. Table 3 shows the
breakdown of daily average revenues. Although the proposed
methods increase the imbalance charges compared with the
indep. and naive approaches, the proposed BG schemes
achieve more enormous revenues owing to the increase
in power selling revenue and decrease in power purchase
expenditure. In particular, modeling temporal dependencies
contributes to increasing electricity sales while reducing
power purchase expenditure. Figure 10 shows the frequency
with which the PSHG water level reached its operating limit
of 30-min timeslots during the control phase of compensating
for deviations of the WF output from the plan in the BG
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FIGURE 8. Training results of time-dependency between different timeslots.

FIGURE 9. Daily average revenue.

TABLE 3. Breakdown of daily average revenue.

FIGURE 10. Frequency of capacity constraints violation.

frameworks. The proposed method shows significantly fewer
violations than the HWJP and CWPSH approaches. The
results suggest that considering the temporal dependencies
in the WF output contributes to the appropriate capacity
management of the PSHG for the BG performance; this
benefit contributes to realizing the operational schedules
reducing the amount of additional power purchased while
achieving high profitability.

Figure 11 shows the operation results on a representative
day. Figures 11(a) and (b) well characterize the WF output
scenarios used in the proposed scheme. Without considering

the temporal dependencies, the outputs tend to have unnat-
ural variability as shown in Fig. 11(a); however, explicit
consideration of the temporal dependencies encourages the
derivation of natural scenarios as shown in Fig. 11(b). Mainly
due to the nature of the scenarios used, differences in
the BG operational schedules become apparent, as shown
in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d). In particular, the plan derived
by the HWJB approach shown in Fig. 11(c) tends to
anticipate a longer operating time for PSHG compared
to that of the proposed approach shown in Fig. 11(d).
Meanwhile, Fig. 11(e) shows that the water level transition
in the control phase deviates significantly from the transition
scenarios if the temporal dependencies are not considered,
owing to compensation for the WF output, and reaches the
operation limit at the end of the day. However, considering
temporal dependencies keeps that transitions in the control
phase follow the scenarios derived during scheduling and
that the water storage capacity is operated within limits,
as shown in Fig. 11(f). These results demonstrate that
consideration of the time-dependent structure of uncertainty
in WF output adequately captures the impact of potential
reservoir transitions on PSHG operational planning.

D. DISCUSSION ON THE PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION
SCHEME
1) COMPUTATIONAL BURDEN
The iterative discretization procedure described in
Algorithm 2 was introduced to efficiently achieve expected
revenue optimization, which is difficult to implement directly.
To discuss the effectiveness of the proposed iterative
discretization procedure, we evaluated the derived expected
revenues and computational times compared to the results
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FIGURE 11. Operational results of the HWJB [2] approach and the proposed approach on a representative day.

in the case where the optimization was performed directly
by discretizing at high resolution for all the target timeslots
without an iterative procedure (i.e., the initial discretization
parameter N 0 in Algorithm 2 was set to N 0

= N̄ = 320);
the comparison was conducted focusing on one typical week.
Figure 12 shows the expected revenues and the maximizers
of upper/lower bounds given in Eqs. (32) and (34) derived
for each target date. The result suggests that the surrogate
functions introduced in Section III-E give tight bounds on
the objective function of the expected revenue optimization
problem. The result also shows that the proposed iterative
discretization approach achieves a performance comparable
to optimization with high resolution discretization for all the
target timeslots.

Meanwhile, Fig. 13 shows the computational times
required to achieve the optimization. The results show that
the proposed iterative discretization optimization approach
effectively reduces, in most cases, the computational burden

required to achieve the expected revenue optimization
of comparable quality to that based on high resolution
discretization. In particular, these results imply that the
proposed procedure works effectively in situations like the
one introduced in Section III-A, where day-ahead scheduling
is required by 10:00 based on new information accessible
at 8:00 in the real world. Thus, in terms of computational
requirements, it suggests that the proposed iterative optimiza-
tion scheme with surrogate functions provides a sufficiently
practical and efficient solution.

2) SENSITIVITY TO SCENARIO SELECTION
Even if the proposed BG scheme successfully accounts
for temporal dependencies, the ratio of the number of
adopted scenarios to that of generated scenarios, which
controls the relative plausibility, may affect the operational
results. In particular, the sensitivity of the optimality to the
number of scenarios J , which can have an impact on the
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FIGURE 12. Derived upper/lower bounds for representative days.

FIGURE 13. Computational time required for planning.

BG performance without having a significant impact on
the computational burden of the optimization, provides an
important perspective when tuning the proposed method.
Therefore, we evaluated the impact of the scenario selection
guideline related to the PSHG capacity constraints on the
BG performance. We focus on the following four cases with
different numbers of scenarios: J ∈ {10, 20, 100, 1000}
under S = 10; these cases represent the conditions for PSHG
capacity chance constraints, i.e., 100%, 50%, 10%, and 1%.
The other experimental conditions are the same as those
described in Section IV-A.

Figure 14 shows the annual simulation results of daily
average revenues, which indicate that the respective revenues
are comparable. The results show that the proposed method
does not necessarily require the number of scenarios to
be carefully tuned in selecting the WF output scenarios
to calculate capacity constraints, and the method tends to
be robust and stable in determining a reasonable schedule.
In determining the scenario selection ratio to be used in a
real-world situation, one possible approach is to dynamically
tune the ratio of S to J with the highest revenue based
on simulation verification using historical data, e.g., for
the most recent week. However, our results indicate that
revenue achievement is not highly sensitive to scenario
selection ratios. Thus, the experimental results imply that an
appropriate operational performance can be expected even if
the ratio is given in an ad-hoc manner.

V. CONCLUSION
This study focused on a BG scheme consisting of an WF and
PSHG and proposed an operational scheduling framework
for maximizing expected revenues. The PDP scheme for WF
output and copula-based scenario generation scheme were
introduced to reflect the impact of uncertainties in WF output
on the PSHGwater level transition; scenarios generated in our

scheme particularly consider the heterogeneity and temporal
dependencies in the PDP results of WF outputs. The pro-
posed scheme efficiently derives the formulated optimization
problem by iteratively updating surrogate functions while
tightening the upper/lower bound evaluations. The results
of the annual numerical experiments show the following
findings:
• The proposed method achieves more significant rev-
enues than comparative methods by appropriately
managing the water level of PSHG.

• In particular, the effects of accounting for the hetero-
geneity and temporal dependency in the uncertainty of
WF output were quantitatively evaluated and exper-
imentally demonstrated to have a 29.8 [%] revenue
improvement potential compared to the independent
operation ofWF and PSHG and a 22.2 [%] improvement
to the naive BG operation.

We also believe this effort will provide insight into effectively
applying the state-of-the-art PDP scheme for renewable
energy sources to real-world energy management. More-
over, the proposed iterative optimization framework is not
restricted by the class of probability distributions assumed in
the PDP of WF output; therefore, it is worth mentioning that
even PDP results assuming nonparametric distributions can
be directly utilized.

Our numerical experiments show that the proposedmethod
is effective even when a naive prediction framework is used
for the electricity price and imbalance charge; however,
the impact of the prediction scheme’s characteristics on the
profitability of the operational results is an exciting topic.
Another important topic, which was not detailed in this
paper, is to further improve the practicality of operation in a
situation whereWFs and PSHG are spatially distant and form
a BG scheme, considering the possibility that the operational
feasibility may be affected by the operational status of the
power system (e.g., congestion in terms of transmission
line capacity) and the compatibility with the grid frequency
control capability that PSHGs are currently responsible for.
In addition to the day-ahead market addressed in this study,
using other types of markets is crucial in the BG operation
of renewable energy. We plan to continue our research with
these open issues.

APPENDIX A
REGULAR VINE COPULA
The copula introduced in Section III-D enables us to
represent the joint probability of multiple random variables
using the marginal probabilities (i.e., the PDP results of the
WF output for each timeslot) and copula density function
ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξ|T+|); the copula has been used in the context
of modeling the dependence of power generation between
multipleWFs in related fields [47], [49], [50] and is known to
be a useful idea for representing the temporal dependence of
the WF output behavior among timeslots [33]. In particular,
the R-vine copula adopted in this study expresses this
multidimensional copula density function using the nested
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FIGURE 14. Daily average revenue under various conditions for chance constraints in the proposed method.

combination of parametric bivariate copula functions (i.e.,
pair-copula construction [35]), which are rich in expressive
power and have been discussed extensively.

Let {Gi; i ∈ {1, . . . , |T+| − 1}} be a set of undirected
tree graphs defining the structure of the R-vine copula;
G1 has nodes T+ and edges E1 = {(a, b); a, b ∈ T+},
and Gi(i = 2, . . . , |T+| − 1) has nodes Ei−1 and edges
Ei = {(A,B);A,B ∈ Ei−1}. By introducing the idea of
the R-vine copula, we represent the copula density function,
ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξ|T+|), shown in Eq. (23) as follows9:

ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξ|T+|)

=

|T+|−1∏
j=1

∏
(A,B)∈Ej

ψa,b|A∩B(ξa|A∩B, ξb|A∩B), (38)

where a and b indicate the conditioned variable indices
a = A \ (A ∪ B) and b = B \ (A ∪ B), respectively,
ψa,b|A∩B indicates the bivariate copula function representing
the relationship betweenwa andwb under the conditioning set
A∩B(⊂ T+), and ξa|A∩B and ξb|A∩B indicate the conditional
cumulative distributions, i.e.,

ξa|A∩B = Pr

(
Wa < wa

∣∣∣ ⋃
t∈A∩B

wt

)
,

ξb|A∩B = Pr

(
Wb < wb

∣∣∣ ⋃
t∈A∩B

wt

)
. (39)

In this study, the popular classes of parametric copulas [46]
(i.e., Independent, Gaussian, Student t , Clayton, Gumbel, and
Joe copulas) were introduced as candidates of the bivariate
copula density functions, ψa,b|A∩B, and these models were
fitted based on the maximum likelihood estimation. Note
that the representation of the joint probability as an R-vine
depends on the given graph set {Gi}; therefore, multiple
structural representations generally exist. In the numerical
experiments conducted in this study, we employed the
forward tree selection scheme [51], and the best combination
of parametric bivariate copulas was selected according to the
Akaike’s information criterion [52].

9For a more detailed explanation, please see [35].

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF SURROGATE FUNCTIONS
The surrogate functions introduced in Section III-E are
derived using the discrete approximations of the expectation
operation in the original objective function, Eqs. (13), under
the PDP results of wind power generation. We focus on the
concavity of r̂t (wt | θt ) shown in Eq. (14) for a fixed θt .
Using Jensen’s inequality, the original objective function,
Eq. (13), has the following property under the given partition
set {Nt },

F({θt })=
∑
t∈T+

E
[
r̂t (Wt | θt )

]
=

∑
t∈T+

∑
n∈Nt

∫ w̄nt

wnt
Pr(wt )dwt︸ ︷︷ ︸

pnt

E
[
r̂t (Wt | θt ) |Wn

t
]

≤

∑
t∈T+

∑
n∈Nt

pnt r̂t

(∫ w̄nt

wnt

wt
pnt

Pr(wt )dwt | θt

)

=

∑
t∈T+

∑
n∈Nt

pnt r̂t

(
w̃nt
pnt
| θt

)
= F̄({θt }; {Nt }), (40)

where E[.|Wn
t ] indicates the conditional expectation under

a given subregion from wnt to w̄nt . Note that the partitioning
policy shown in Eqs. (30) and (31) ensures that pnt =

1
Nt
.

Similarly, another surrogate function representing the lower
bound of the original objective function is derived using the
Edmundson-Madansky bound:

F({θt })

=

∑
t∈T+

E
[
r̂t (Wt | θt )

]
=

∑
t∈T+

∑
n∈Nt

∫ w̄nt

wnt
r̂t (wt | θt ) Pr(wt )dwt

≥

∑
t∈T+

∑
n∈Nt

{
w̄nt −w̃

n
t

w̄nt −w
n
t
r̂(wnt |θt )+

w̃nt −w
n
t

w̄nt −w
n
t
r̂(w̄nt |θt )

}
=F({θt }; {Nt }). (41)
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